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Introduction

• No shortage of innovation
• UK among leaders

• Public (Press?) perception

• Ranges from wonder technology to the end of humanity
• Ethics, morality and safety

• Financial risks

• Liability for accidents and misuse
• SME products must meet future regulations
• Big companies can drive regulations

• How can UK engineering and industry flourish?
• Question asked by Royal Academy of Engineering
• Challenge Paper initiated in 2017
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Initial standards
• British Standard BS8611:2016, Robots and robotic devices. Guide to
the ethical design of robots and robotic systems (Published)
• EU Robolaw to guide legal framework (Published)
• IEEE P7000 Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns During
System Design (In preparation)

Academy activities
• 2008 Autonomous systems: Social, legal and ethical issues (Report)
• 2015 Innovation in autonomous systems (1 day event)
• 2016 Robots: faithful friend or existential threat? (Panel discussion)

• Identified:

• Ethical concerns from public need legal safeguards
• Lack of regulations seen as significant financial risk

• Challenge paper seen as one response

Challenge Paper
• Objective to promote discussion with policymakers and public
• Expert fellows write an informed analysis of a topic
• Challenges for the future
• Opportunities

• Audiences:
•
•
•
•

Government
SMEs
Financial investors
Engineering standards bodies

Challenge paper on
autonomous systems
• What are main blockers & enablers of autonomous systems?
• Any or all of: technical, regulatory, legal or financial?

• Is the current regulatory environment adequate?

• How much is covered by existing regulation?
• Important to minimise regulation
• What sectors require new regulations/adaptions to existing
regulations?

• What standards and regulations are needed?
• Promote innovation
• Cover possible future uses

• Academy seeking considered views from all sectors
• Contact Anthony.Gillespie@ucl.ac.uk

Regulation - An old problem:
Cody and the Policeman Circa 1907
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“This is a kite. I am just starting the engine and am trying to get out of the
way. It was supposed to be let loose but the authorities were afraid I might
do some damage by letting it go up in the sky.
Samuel Cody, Address to Aeronautical Society, 8 December 1908

